"Up the Game" in Pavement Durability

PAPA 2016

January 25-27 / The Hotel Hershey

It's a Team Effort
THE PAPA TEAM

- Charles C. Goodhart, Executive Director
- Gary L. Hoffman, P.E., Director of Technical Services
- Tina M. Holtzman, Office Administrator
- Millie Lombardi, Manager of Financial Operations

“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.” - Helen Keller
**DATES TO REMEMBER**

- March 10, 2016 – Environmental Seminar, Harrisburg Area
- March 14, 2016 – Western Regional Meeting, Cranberry Twp.
- March 15, 2016 – Central Regional Meeting, State College
- March 16, 2016 – Eastern Regional Meeting, Allentown
- July/August 2016 – PAPA PennDOT Bus Tour, District 1-0
- January 16-18, 2017 - 57th PAPA Conference, Hershey
What can - should we do to get longer life - better performing asphalt pavements?

What should we measure to know whether we are achieving our goals?

"What gets measured gets done, what gets measured and fed back gets done well, what gets rewarded gets repeated."
- John E. Jones

“If you don't know where you are going, you'll end up someplace else.”
– Yogi Berra
“ONE OF INDUSTRY’S BIGGEST CONCERNS”

MLF - PSP BUDGET

1990 - $190 Million

2016 - $750 Million

SENATE BILL No. 1089
INTRODUCED BY WOZNIAK,
HUTCHINSON, WHITE,
PILEGGI AND AUMENT
DECEMBER 17, 2015
What is a Strategic Plan and what are its benefits? A strategic plan is a tool for an organization that provides direction in fulfilling its mission with maximum efficiency and impact. For the organization to be effective and useful to its members, the plan should establish and articulate specific prioritized goals and accompanying objectives in consideration of available resources (staffing, funding, technology, etc.). The plan should also establish and measure how successful the plan is in accomplishing the strategic plan goals and objectives. The plan should be reviewed every year and updated every three to five years.

• Last Strategic Plan completed in 2009
• BOD approved getting proposals at 10/15/15 meeting
• Tentative consultant selected
• Long Range Planning Committee
• Will involve the entire membership
• Complete by 07/01/16

“Failing to plan is planning to fail.”
- Alan Lakein
PAPA SAFETY COMMITTEE

- BOD approved committee at September 15, 2015 meeting
- Johnny Kibblehouse volunteered to Chair committee
- Request for committee members
- To date – received ten volunteers
- Still time to volunteer – email cgoodhart@pa-asphalt.org

“Safety… It’s not just a way of life… It is LIFE!”
**WORK ZONE SAFETY**

- Work Zone Safety Summit – November 17, 2015

- Work Zone Traffic Control (WZTC) Certification Program
  
  “Requires a WZTC Manager to oversee the installation, maintenance, and removal of WZTC on state-owned roadways and Pennsylvania Turnpike roadways during lane restrictions and lane closures.”

- SB 840 – Automated Work Zone Speed Enforcement via Cameras
MATERIAL TECHNICIAN AWARD

- Idea has floated around for several years
- Gary Hoffman sent idea out to several QA Managers for input
- Response to start this award in 2016 was unanimous
- BOD approved award
- We will work on award criteria
- Email gary@pa-asphalt.org or cgoodhart@pa-asphalt.org with suggestions

“There is no limit to the amount of good you can do if you don't care who gets the credit.”
— Ronald Reagan
NEWS BRIEF
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NEWS BRIEF

• Send us ideas for the NEWS BRIEF.
• Looking to showcase a different member each issue.
• What do you need to know?
• Please send us articles you have prepared.

• ALSO – We are preparing TECH BRIEFS – Spring 2016
• Best practices for..............................................!
• Forward suggestions to tina@pa-asphalt.org
Thank you!

• ANY Questions?

• Please enjoy the conference!

“As we express our gratitude, we must never forget that the highest appreciation is not to utter words, but to live by them.”

- John F. Kennedy